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Simple spinels:crystallographicparameters,cation radii, lattice energies,
and cation distribution
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Abstract
Electrostatic lattice energy calculations and considerationof the structure of the spinel
group of minerals show that the size of a cation is important in determining its site
preference.In oxide spinelscontaining 2+ and 3* ions (2-3 spinels)there is a tendency for
the larger ion to prefer the tetrahedralsite; the reverseholds for 2-4 spinels.A set of cation
radii optimized to best fit spinel lattice parametersis presented. Based on lattice energy
calculations, the enthalpy changeaccompanyingcation disorderingis not a linear function
of the degree of cation disorder, but a quadratic, with the two parametersapproximately
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. Most published data on the change of cation
arrangementwith temperature fit a thermodynamic model with this non-linear change in
enthalpy, but those for Fe3Oamay require an additional non-configurationalentropy as
well, and the data for MgAl2Oacannot be describedadequatelyby any simple model.

Introduction

Structure

The oxide spinels comprise a large group of
ternary compounds, significant not only as naturally occurring minerals, but also in many branchesof
solid state science.Despite their deceptively simple
structure, many spinelsexhibit complex disordering
phenomena involving the two cation sites, which
have important consequencesboth for their thermochemical and for their physical properties. Recently, there have been a number of studies of spinel
solid solutions, (Porta et al., 1974:'Jacob and Alcock, 19771'
Mason and Bowen, 1981)which have
emphasizedthe necessity of understandingthe cation distribution in these more complex systems.
A quantitative treatment of the thermodynamics
of cation distribution in simple spinels was given
some time ago (Navrotsky and Kleppa, 1967).In
this paper we present a modification to this model,
necessitatedby some new insights into the energetics of the process,and by somenew, more precise
data on experimentally determined cation distributions. In a subsequentpaper we will apply this new
model to explain some features of the thermodynamic and structural properties of spinel solid solutions.

An understanding of the structure of the spinel
group is fundamental to any theory of cation distribution, and so a brief description of the salient
details will be given here. More complete reviews
are availableelsewhere,(Blasse, 1964;Hill et al.,
1979).The spinel unit cell is face-centeredcubic,
and contains 32 anions. The space group is Fd3m
(Ol, number 227 in the International Tables) with
the cations occupying the special positions 8a and
16d. The anions occupy the generalpositions 32e,
which require an additional parameter, generally
designated u and known in oxide spinels as the
oxygen parameter,for their complete description. If
the origin of the unit cell is taken at the center of
symmetry, then u lies between about 0.24 (for the
silicate spinels) and 0.275. For a value of u equal to
0.250the anionsform an exactly cubic close packed
array, and define a regular tetrahedral coordination
polyhedron about the 8a sites (point symmetry 43m)
and a regularoctahedronabout the 16dsites(m3m).
The octahedral cation-anion distance (bond length)
in this caseis 1.155timeslarger than the tetrahedral
bond length. As u increases,the oxygensdisplace
along a [1ll] direction, causingthe tetrahedralsite
to enlarge at the expense of the octahedral, while
the symmetry of the latter degenerates to 3m.
However. all six octahedral bond distancesremain
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the same.Taking a to be the length of a unit cell, the
cation to anion distances,R, are given by:
Rt"t: ar@

(l)

Ro"t : a(3uz - 2u + 318)t/2

(2)

Thus the octahedral and tetrahedral bond lengths
can be used to determine the two structural parameters, a and u.
A majority of simple oxide spinels have the
stoichiometry AB2Oa, with the cations A and B
having the formal chargesrequired by the condition
for electrical neutralitv:

The configurational entropy of a substance is
given, assumingcompletelyrandom mixing of ions
on each site by:
(4)
Sc : -Rlb'Ni ln Ni
where Ni is the fraction of speciesi in site s, and b'
is the numberof sitesof type "s" per formula unit.
For an AB2O4 spinel this may be evaluated as:
Sc : -Rlxlnx + (1 - x) ln (l - x) * xln(xl2)
+ (2 - x) ln (1 - xlz)l

(5)

Thus at X : 0, Sc : 0. The configurational entropy
to a maximum at the random
(3) then rises sharply:
Qe+2Qs*4Qo:6
213,and then decreasesto a
arrangement of x
where Qa and Qs are the charges on the A and B valueof 2R ln 2 for an inversespinel(x : l). Here it
cations, and Qe that on the anions (-2 for oxide is convenient to define as our standard state the
spinels).Commonly,A:2 and B : 3, (defininga perfectly normal spinel at the temperature and
2-3 spinel) or A : 4 and B : 2 defining a 4-2 pressure of interest. If we write the changes in
spinel). A perfectly normal spinel is one in which enthalpy and volume on disordering as Aflo and
the single A cation of the formula unit occupies the AVp, and the change in the nonconfigurational
tetrahedral site, and the two B cations the two entropy as ASp then the change in free energy on
equivalent octahedral sites. If we designate the disordering,AGp, is:
parentheses( ) and [ ] to denote these two types
AGo : LUo - (ASc + ASD) + PAVD (6)
of sites, then this distribution may be written
(A)[82]O4. However, as Barth and Posnjak (1932) where AUo is the internal energy change,AVp the
first suggestedfor MgAl2Oa the alternative distri- volume change, and P and T are pressure and
bution (B)tABlO4 is also possible,and this arrange- temperature.
ment is referredto as beingperfectlyinverse.In fact
At equilibrium
all distributions falling between these two extremes
(7)
aAGo/ax : 0
may be realized, and to describe this situation it is
convenient to define an additional parameter, x, the
SubstitutingEquations (5) and (6) into Equation
degreeof inversion, which is the fraction of tetrahe- (7) and carrying out the differentiation where possidral sites occupied by B ions. Thus x may vary ble, we obtain:
between 0 for the perfectly normal case and I
ln [x2(1- i-t(2 - x)-t] : -(RD-t(aA,unlax)
for the perfectly inverse case. Of special note is
(8)
+ R-t(da^tD/ax)- P(RT)-t(aavolax)
the completely random arrangment, (ArnBzn)
IA4B473'}O4.In general, any two ions A and B will As will be demonstratedlater, AVo is generally
have different sizes, so that a changein x will result
sufficiently small so that the last term in the above
in a correspondingadjustment of the two structural
will be negligible at low or moderate pressures.
parameters a and u. This observation, which is
Navrotsky and Kleppa (1967) have shown that
supportedby the few studies that have been underthe term inside the logarithm on the left hand side of
taken on the matter, (see, for example, Tellier
(8) is equivalent to an equilibrium con(1967)on MgFe2O+)will provide the basis for our Equation
stant, K, for the interchange reaction:
treatment of cation distribution.

(A) +tBl : (B) +tAl

Thermodynamicsof cation distribution

(e)

thus:

A thermodynamic treatment of cation distribuxz
tAl(B)
(10)
tions in simple spinels was presentedsome years
1( _
(A)tBl ( l - x X 2 - x )
ago by Callen et al. (1956),and is also summarized
in Navrotsky and Klepp a (1967). We shall present a
A plot of ln K versusx is shown in Figure 1, and
briefreview here.
may be usedto illustratetwo points. First, for 0.2 <
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cation distributions in spinelscould be explainedby
crystal field theory. A transition metal ion will
generally have a crystal field stabilization energy
(CFSE) in octahedral coordination in excessof that
in tetrahedral coordination, and so, in this model,
AUp is given by the differencein this excessCFSE
between the two ions involved, and will be a simple
linearfunction of x, i.e., 6(A,Up)/dx: ACFSE(A) ACFSE(B).In fact, in about half of the caseswhere
this model is applicable, it does not predict the
observed cation distribution correctly (see
Glidewell (1976)for a fairly comprehensivetabulation on this point). Furthermore, many of the ions
that occur commonly in the spinel structure do not
x
have
any CFSE, and therefore, in caseswhere both
Fig. 1. The logarithm of the equilibrium constant (K) for the
ions are of this type, the model has nothing at all to
site exchangereaction in spinels as a function of the degree of
inversion,x.
say about which ion prefers which site. It is possible
to conceiveof ad hoc extensionsto this model. For
example, in the case of zinc spinels one could
x < 0.8 this function is nearly linear (with a slope of postulate an excess energetic stabilization for the
about 7.7). Therefore, provided that the right hand zinc ion in the tetrahedral site. derived from its
side of Equation (8) takes a reasonablysimple form formation of sp3-typecovalent bonds, which would
for its dependenceon x, and has a slope less than explain why all 2-3 zinc spinelsare normal. But this
the above value, there will be a unique solution for approach could not be extended to many other
x. Converselyif the right hand side of Equation (8) cations, including those in the type mineral of the
has a steeperslope, there will be (typically) three group, MgAl2Oa, in which the apparent preference
apparent solutions, two of which will generally be of Al over Mg for the octahedral site may seem
metastablewith respectto the third.
somewhat surprising to mineralogists who are faSecond, as T -+ co, the enthalpy terms on the miliar with the opposite site preferences in such
right hand side of Equation (8) become negligible, silicatesas pyroxenesand amphiboles.(It was just
and x approachesa value determined by the non- this that led Barth and Posnjak (1932)to originally
configurationalentropy term, ASp. As will be noted propose the inverse arrangement.)
later, the majority of experimental studies of the
A somewhat different empirical approach was
temperature dependenceof the cation distribution used by Navrotsky and Kleppa (1967).Using Equain spinels show that x tends towards the random tion (8), they assumedthat ASp was negligible, and
distribution(x:213) at very high temperatures,thus that AUe was proportional to the degree of disorimplying the ASp is usually small or even negligible. der, x and to the difference in the "site preference
(However, it is to be expectedthat in those spinels energies", assumedconstantfor all spinels,of the
containing crystal field ions, there will be a small two ions involved. Values for these site preference
but definite electronic contribution to ASp.) The energies were derived from a small number of
values of x : 213 then provides a useful point at observed cation distributions at known temperawhich to divide spinels with intermediate cation ture, and could then be applied to predict cation
distributions,into those that are "largely normal" distributions in other, less well-studied, spinels.
(x -+ 0 as T -+ 0K) and those that are "largely The cation interchange energies calculated from
inverse" (x -+ I as T -+ 0K).
this set of site preferenceenergieswas encouragingIf for the moment, we assumethe ASp is indeed ly similar to one obtained by Miller (1959)from a
small, the question then reduces to what the form more theoretical treatment.
and magnitude of AUp and AVp are likely to be.
At this point we note that the precision with
which it is possible to measure x as a function of
The changein internal energyon disordering
temperature for a single stoichiometric spinel is
Dunitz and Orgel (1957)and, independently,Mc- seldom sufficient, and the total range of x seldom
Clure (1957)showedthat a number of the observed large enough, to justify the taking of a more compli-
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cated form for the right hand side of Equation (8).
However, the variation to be expected in x from
one end of a solid solution seriesto the other can be
much larger, especially when the two end members
have widely different cation distribution and so the
model used becomesof much more consequence
when dealing with solid solutions than with simple
spinels. We therefore propose to take a closer look
at the form of AUD than a simple theory for the
energeticsof the cation distribution might suggest.
Both Dunitz and Orgel and McClure dismissed
the changein lattice energy with cation distribution
as being relatively unimportant. However,
Glidewell (1976)has shown that in many instances
the change in the electrostatic part of the lattice
energy with disordering is likely to be of much
greater magnitude than any CFSE. For a crystal
composedof point charge ions the internal energy,
U, is given by:

(t1)

U:Ue*Up*Uy

where Ue is the electrostatic energy that accompanies the movement of the constituent ions of the
crystal from an infinite separationto their observed
positionsin the crystal lattice, and dependsonly on
the geometry of the lattice, and may thus be evaluated fairly straightforwardly. Up, as written, is an
amalgamof other, non-coulombic, terms, including
dipole-dipole and higher order "Van der Waal's"
attractions, and a repulsion term which is usually
given an inverse power or exponential form. The
sum of these terms is opposite in sign to, and
typically about 10-207oof , Un. Uy is the vibrational
energy, which for the sake of argument, we shall
take as being given by a simpleDebye model (i.e.,
the harmonic approximation). This implies that Uv
is independentof a, u and also x (and, of course,
givesASp : 0). At 0K, AUp, in this model, is then
given by the difference in lattice energy between x
at the value of interest, and x : 0 (our standard
state). At finite temperature, the AUy term will be
assumed negligible in accord with the above approximation.
The electrostatic term is both the largest and the
most tractable, and will be considered first. It may
be expandedinto the form:

and also of the oxygen parameter, u. Values of M
for completely normal and inverse spinelswere first
computedfor diferent values of u by Yerwey et al.
(1948).Subsequentcalculationsby Hermans et al.
(1974) and Thompson and Grimes (1977) have revealed some errors in this earlier work, but agreement between the latter two works is excellent. We
have chosen the formulation offered by Thompson
and Grimes as it allows for the calculation of M for
intermediate cation distributions. Here M is given
by:
M:

crrQ6* azQoQr +

":Qi
* a+QoQeN + osQi" + aoQrQeN

where Qo, Qr and Qay are the averagechargeson
the tetrahedral, octahedral and anion sites; dt, e2
and a3 are constants; and d4, ds and a6 are, to a
good approximation, quadratic functions of u. Note
that a1 to a6 are not uniquely determined parameters, but depend on the method of summation.
However, all such sets of parametersare related by
the condition of electrostatic neutrality in the crystal (Equation 3) and produce the same value of M.
In Figure 2 we have plotted M against u for the
extreme casesof a completely normal 2-3 spinel, an
inverse 2-3 spinel, and a normal 4-2 spinel. Since
an inverse 4-2 spinel has the sameaveragecharges
in each site as a normal 2-3 spinel, it will also have
the sameMadelung constant. The cross-over point
for the normal and inverse curves for a2-3 spinel is
at u : 0.2555.For values of u less than this, the
electrostatic energy would favor the inverse distribution, and vice versa. The correspondingcross-

M

r28
t24

ozt|o

Un:

Ne2M
4Tesa

:1389L
a

(13)

0.243

0.255

u

kJ mol-r

(12)

where M is the Madelung constant, which in this
case will be a function of the chargeson each ion,

Fig. 2. Madelung constant (M) versus the crystallographic
oxygen parameter (u) for normal and inverse 2-3 spinels and
normal 4-2 spinels. Inverse 4-2 spinels have the same charge
distribution and thereforethe sameMadelungconstantas normal
2-3 spinels.
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over point for a 4-2 spinel is at u : 0.2625(which
also is the value for u at which the tetrahedral and
the octahedral bond lengths are equal). Table I
shows the observed values of u and the known
cation distribution for a number of spinels. Nearly
all the 2-3 and most of the 4-2 spinels conform to
the expectation of this model, but there are a few
notable exceptions, e.9., Zn2TiOa,which will be
discussedlater.
That many spinels show an oxygen parameter
appropriate to their cation distribution does not
prove that the electrostatic energy controls this
cation distribution: for, as stated earlier, u, and to a
lesser extent, a, may be expected to vary with the
cation distribution.
Both a and u are uniquely determined by a
combination of the octahedral and tetrahedral bond
lengths(Equations(l) and (2)).In their recentstudy
of spinelsystematics,Hill et al. (1979)showedthat,
by using Shannon's(1976)ionic radii, 96.9Voof the
variation in a in a sampleof 149oxide spinels could
Table l. Oxygen parametersand cation distributions for some
spinels. Data from Tabulation of Hill er al. (1979).Normal 2-3
spinels are expected to have an oxygen parameter greater than
0.2555, inverse 2-3 spinels less than this; for 4-2 spinels the
correspondingpoint is at u = 0.2625.In the table N meansx <
2/3. I meansx> 213.
spinel

Cation

DistrLbution

MgAI2oq

o.2624

Znca2Ob

o . 2 6 17

N

l,lgFe2Ot+

o.2615

N

N

ZnIe2OI

o.26't5

N

DrgCr2Ol

o.2612

N

NiCr2Ob

o.260

N

M9v2Ob

o.2599

N

NiFe2O|{

o.2573

I

M9Fe2O{

o.25'l

T

NiAI2O'r

o.256

T

Fe3Of

o.254A

I

MgGa2O4

0. 254

I

Fe2SiO\

o.2409

N

Co2SiO\

o.2423

N

Ni2sio4

o.2439

N

Mg2G€O4

o.2508

N

Za2TLO4
Ugv2O,,

I

o.261

Fe2TiO4
Zn2SnOI

Y
i

o.265

I

185

Table 2. Effective ionic radii in the oxide spinels.The radius for
the 02- ion is assumedto be 1.384 (Shannon.1976).
Tetrahedral
Coordination

mis

hdius
work

ktio
{tetloct)
fris
worl

ocrahedral
Coordination

(A)
Shannon

Radius (A)
sork
Shannon

fris
-

2+ Cd

0.78

o.78

o.95

0.a2r

Co

0.58

0.58

o.72

0.745

0.406

FE

0 . 5 15

0.63

o.74

0.74

o.83r

Xg

o.585

o.57

0.715

0.12

0.A24

b

o.655

0.55

o.80

0.83

0 . g 19

Ni

0.565

0.59

0.69

0 . 8 19

0. 60

o.73

0.14

0.795

o.39

0. 53

0.535

0. 736

0.53

0.545r

0.615

0.615

0.39

3+ AI

0.45
CE
FE

o.445

o.49

0.645

0.545

0.760

o.41

o.47

0.615

0.62

0.764

o.58

0.665

0.645

0.64

o.52

0.53

0.73r

0.40

0.675

M

0.38

4+e

si

rLd

o.39

-

o.275

Sn

0.55

0.145

0.59

0. 738

Ti

o.42

0.60

0.605

0. 700

0.55

0.58

spin

state

be accounted for. This remarkably good statistical
correlation led Hill et al. to state that up to 40Voof
the published u parameters,which were not so well
accounted for, may be in error. In view of the far
greater difficulties in determining u as compared to
a, this may well be the case.
If one assumesthat Ro", and Rtet are determined
completelyby a spinel'scomposition,site occupancy, and the ionic radii, one can compute directly the
variation of a and u, and hence of the electrostatic
energy, with the degree of disorder, x, for 4ny
spinel.
Interionic distancesin oxide spinels
Shannon's ionic radii (Shannon and Prewitt,
1969; Shannon, 1976) were derived from a large
number of diferent structures, rather than confined
to spinelsonly, and therefore it is not surprisingthat
}Iill et a/.'s tabulation contains certain systematic
differencesbetween the observed and the calculated values of a and u. Accordingly, we have refined
Shannon'sradii specifically for the spinel structure,
so as to eliminate these anomalies. The results are
listed in Table 2. We have used Shannon's value of
1.38A for 02- in tetrahedral coordination for easy
comparison. Our data base was largely similar to
that of Hill et al.,but we used only thosespinelsin
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which the oxidation states of the cations are unambiguously known, and for which the cation distribution was close to either the normal or the inverse
extreme. Less weight was given to the value of u
than to a, particularly for some of the older structural determinations,in which the accuracy in evaluating u was not high. For the inverse spinels, some
assumptionneedsto be madefor averagingthe radii
of the two different ions in the same site. We
decidedon the simplestapproach(like Hill et al.),
and assumedthat these distancescould be averaged
in a simple linear fashion, so that:
(14)
Rt"t : Rt"t,a(l - x) + Rt.t,s(x)
Ro"t : R."t,a(0.5x) * Ro"t,e(l - 0.5x) (15)
The radii were then obta-inedby a process of
adjustment(in stepsof 0.005A) until the optimum fit
(as judged from histograms such as that shown in
Fig. 3) was achieved. This histogram shows the
difference (Aa) between the calculated and the
experimentally determined values of a. From Equations (1) 4d (2) it may be estimatedthat a variation
of 0.005A in bond length will cause an uncertainty
in a of about 0.014 (and in u of -0.001). Over 75%
of the spinels fall within these limits. Much of the
remaining variation comes from the silicate and
germanatespinels.
Theseradii have a number of applications.First,
they may be used to identify some of the anomalies
in the literature, which may be simply due to
incorrect measurements,or, more significantly, accurate measurementson poorly characterizedsamples. Many spinels contain cations that occur in
more than one oxidation state, and others have a
tendency to form defect structures with cation

tn
q)

tr
o

o
a)
E

z
-.05 -.04 -.o3 -.02 -.ol
o .0r .o2 .03 .o4 .05
aa (observed a - measured a (in A))
Fig. 3. Histogram showing the differences between the
measuredlattice constant (a) and that calculatedfrom the ionic
radii of Table 2 for 66 simple oxide spinels.The measuredvalues
are from the tabulation of Hill er al. (19791.

vacancies, particularly at high temperatures
(Schmalzried,1961).A combination of these two
factors may easily produce substantialvariations in
lattice parameters in a spinel of nominally fixed
composition with different conditions of preparation. These variations cannot be ascribed to cation
disordering. For example, NiFe2Oahas been shown
by Robertson and Pointon (1966)to have an almost
completely inverse cation distribution over a wide
range of temperatures. Yet Subramanyan and
Khare (1979\ found that the measured value of a
increases with the temperature of sintering in air,
which was inferred to be caused by oxygen loss
from the sampleand the accompanyingformation of
some Fe2*. In this case the calculated value for a
from this work may be compared with values reported in the literature to enable one to distinguish
betweenstoichiometric and nonstoichiometric samples. Similarly, the calculatedvalues of a and u may
be used to disriminate between various alternative
arrangments that could be postulated for cation
distribution and oxidation state. This will be particularly useful in describing spinel solid solutions.
For example, consider a spinel with the formula
CoFe2Oa.There are four possible extremes of cation and valence arrangements, as shown below,
which, together with their calculated values of a
and u are:
a(A)

u

l. (Co2+XFez3*lO+

8.4091 0.2596

2. Ge3+)[Co2*Fe3*]Oo

8.3702 0.2536

3. (Co3+XFe2*Fe3*lOo

8.3439 0.2516

4. (Fe2+)[Co3*Fe3*1Oo 8.3004 0.2638
Blasse(1964)lists measuredvaluesof a :8.35 and
u : 0.256. A more accurate determination of c is
given by Roiter and Paladino (1962) as
8.382=0.001Afor CoFe2Oapreparedat high temperatures. These values are nearest to option 2
above, tending toward option l. Sawatzky et al.
(1969)have in fact shown by Mcissbauerspectroscopy and magnetic measurementsthat the cation
arrangement in CoFe2Oais nearest to the second
option, with a temperature-dependentdegree of
disorder toward the first. For an actual high temperature arransementof (CoAjFeAl)lCgAiFe?1lOo,
calculatedvalues of a and u are 8.38264 and 0.2554
respectively, in excellent agreement with the observedvalues.
Second, the changeof a with x gives the volume

r87
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change of the spinel on disordering (AVp), and
hence the dependenceof x on pressure (see Equation (8)). There have been relatively few studies in
which both a and x have both been measuredfor a
spinel equilibrated at different temperatures. An
exception is magnesiumferrite, (which, as a complication, also tends to be slightly nonstoichiometric)
and in Figure 4 the calculated values of a are shown
as a function of x, together with the experimental
data obtained by Tellier (1967)on "MgFe2O4," and
by Mozzi and Paladino(1963)on Mg1.s6Fe
r.s+Ot.gt.
The former used saturation magnetization measurements to determine x, the latter a combination of
this technique and X-ray diffraction. The data of
Allen (1966) also show the same trend, but with
considerablymore scatter.
The slight decrease in lattice parameter with
increasing degree of inversion seen in magnesium
ferrite is generally to be expected for 2-3 spinels,
with cationsof sizessimilar to Mg2+ and Fe3+.For
a 4-2 spinel such as Mg2SiOa,a calculationusing
the radii of Table 2 shows that an increasein x from
0 to 0. 1 causesan increasein the molar volume of
about 0.4Vo.
This point is of particular importance in Mg2SiOa,
which may be an abundantmineral in the lower part
of the upper mantle. Navrotsky (1977) has shown
that the small amounts of cation disordering which
might occur in this spinel at the very high temperatures (2000K and above) of this region may have an
important influence on the slopes of the phase
equilibrium boundariesdefining the stability field of
Mg2SiOa spinel. The predicted increase in molar

volume with disordering, although small, will tend
to decrease any tendency toward disordering at
pressuresof several hundred kilobars.
Finally, as both a and u can be calculated as a
function of x, the changein the electrostatic part of
the lattice energywith x may be evaluatedaccurately.
The changein enthalpy on disordering:
revisedmodel
The constant ionic radii of the previous section
predict that a and u are linear functions of x.
Substitutingthis into Equations (12) and (13), together with the appropriate expressions for the
averagecharges on each site, shows that the electrostatic contribution to the lattice energy will have
a quadratic dependenceon x, which we may write
in the form:
AtlE:

(16)

aBx * Bsx2

This quadratic dependencewas also recognized
empirically by Kriessman and Harrison (1956)who
tried to justify it in terms of electrostatic energies
but did not consider the simultaneousvariation of a
and u with x.
In order to demonstrate the behavior of this
electrostatic term. we have calculated the coefrcients aB and BB for a number of specific spinel
structures, as given in Table 3. A number of points
worthy of further discussion arise:
Table 3. Calculated values for the change in the electrostatic
energy on disorderinggiven in the form A (Js : apx + Brx2, Lu,= Us (x : 0) - Ue (x = 1). Units are kJ/mol.

'wtgF'ero;
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MgAl2O4

166?

UoGa.O,.

1093

-903

MgFe2Oq

a6l

-806

56

Mg h2Oq

-1ar

-! er

- 361

-a06

56

NiFe2Oq

750

UgFe2O!

461

o.9

0.t

o.t
0.6
*
Fig. 4. Calculated lattice constant (a) for MgFe2Oa as a
function of the degree of inversion (x). Shown also are the
experimental data of Tellier (1967) (crosses labelled T) and
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(l) AUE is very large and would swamp any
CFSE term. Even at temperaturesnear 2000K,
AUB is about two orders of magnitude larger than
the product T56, the contribution to the free energy
of disordering from the configurational entropy.
(2) LUE is consistently larger for 4-2 than for 2-3
spinels. This implies that, all other things being
equal, 2-3 spinels are more likely to show intermediate cation distributions. Most 4-2 spinels observed are in fact either completely normal or
completelyinverse.
(3) The term in x2 (B) is approximately equal in
magnitude,and oppositein sign, to that in x (a6).
(4) Both terms increasewith the differencein the
radii of the two ions.
(5) MgInzOr is the only example given for which
AUB is negativeat x: 1, and hencethe only example for which the electrostatic energy would
favor the inverse arrangement.Thisconclusion is
quite different from that reached by Glidewell
(1976)in his considerationof the relative effectsof
the electrostaticversusCFSE terms. The difference
arises becauseGlidewell did not take into account
the change of a and u with x.
(6) In the 2-3 spinels there is a tendency for the
electrostatic energy to favor putting the larger ion
into the tetrahedralsite (e.9., comparethe observed
cation distributions in the seriesMgB2Oawhere the
radius of the B ion increasesin the order Al < Ga <
Fe ( In, and the seriesAFe2O4,where the radius of
the A ion increasesin the order Ni < Mg - Zn I
Fe2* < Mn < Cd). Inthe 4-2 spinels,the effect acts
oppositely, so as to favor placing the smaller ion in
the tetrahedralsite.
There is considerablesupport for these generalizationsin real spinels.Thus in the aluminates,only
NiAlzO4 and CuAl2O4 are observed to be largely
inverse (although cpsr, would also favor this) and
the ferrites MnFe2Oaand CdFe2O4are indeed normal (although the formation of tetrahedrally symmetric sp3 type covalent bonds would again favor
this in the latter case, as in ZnFezOq).Perhapsthe
most startling and emphatic illustration of this tendency is provided by de Sitter er al. (1977)in a
study of Ca-substitutedmagnetites.They showed
by Mossbauer spectroscopythat all of the very
large Ca2* ion residedin the tetrahedralsite. Ca2+
is normally found in eightfold coordination, and
indeedShannon(1976)doesnot even list a valuefor
its ionic radius in tetrahedralcoordination.That in
2-3 spinels, the larger ion should seemto prBfer to
assumetetrahedral coordination is an interesting
and somewhat unexpectedresult. The variable u

parameterremoves the geometric constraint which,
in close-packedstructures,would causesmall ions
to prefer tetrahedral coordination. In the 4-2 spinels, when the tetravalention is small, the spinel is
always found to be normal (e.9., the silicatesand
germanates,except ZnzGeO+)and when the tetravalent ion is large, the spinel is inverse (e.9., the
titanates and stannates).
The electrostaticenergy is, of course, only one
part of the total lattice energy and since AUn is an
order of magnitude larger than what one might
reasonably expect for AUp calculated from observed intermediate and inverse cation distributions, it is pertinent to investigate the effect of the
short-rangeforce terms (Un in Equation 11). The
most significant of these are the repulsion terms
between nearest neighbor cations and anions,
which are usually assumedto take the exponential
form, Dexp(-Wp), or the inversepowerform, DR-n,
where R is the interionic separation, p or n are
"hardness" parameters,and D a factor with the
units of energy. Using the former, this gives Up'
(where the ' denotes that only nearest-neighbor
repulsionsare being considered)as:
[JR' : 4Do(l - x) exp (-R/pa)
+ 4DB x exp (-R/p'B) + 6DA x exp (-R6/p6)
(r7)
+ 6DB(2- x) exp (-Rdps)
where the subscriptsA and B refer to the ions in the
formula until AB2Oa, and the distancesRl and R6
are the simpler linear functions of x given by
Equations (14) and (15). Thus this term, too, depends mainly on the differences in the radii of the
two ions. By differentiatingUp' with respectto x, it
may easily be shown that to a very good approximation, AUp' also takes a quadraticform in its dependenceon x, which we may write:
AUR' : all'x * 9*' x'

(18)

The p quantitiesmay in theory be evaluatedfrom
such sourcesas the equilibriuminterionic distances
in, and compressibilitiesof constituentbinary oxides. Unfortunately all the required data are not
available. Nevertheless, by assuming physically
reasonablevaluesfor pa and ps (e.g., this hardness
parametermay be taken as 0.35A for both A and B
by analogy with alkali halides, (Tosi, 1964) and
divalentmetaloxides,(Ohashiand Burnham,1972),
we can derive approximate values of Da and Dg
from the equations for equilibrium in the spinel
structure:
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dU,
du:0ata:ao

suggestthat the actual charge on an ion in a crystal

(19) is somefraction (0.2 to 0.5) of its formal
charge, as

dU,
drr:0atu:uo
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Q0)

where a6 and u6 &r€ the lattice constant and oxygen
parametercalculated for the equilibrium cation distribution, and U' : fJB * fIn'. If independent
values for D and p could be found, as suggested
above, then the interionic distancescould be calculated from the lattice energy model, and would
provide an interesting insight into our ionic radii
and the assumptions we have made about their
constancy from one spinel structure to another.
Suchcalculationsas are possiblewith the present
model suggestthat the coefficients cp' and pq' are
again approximately equal in magnitude, and opposite in sign to each other. Moreover, they are both
opposite in sign to the analogouscoefficientsap and
pB derived from the electrostatic energy equation.
Thus the dependenceof U on x will result from a
small differencebetween the relatively large quantities Us and Up'. Under such conditions other
minor terms that appear to be of negligible significance in the lattice energy equation may exert an
appreciable effect, such as next-nearest-neighbor
repulsions, oxygen-oxygen interactions, and the
"Van der Waals" terms. Thesealso may be shown
to take on a quadratic dependencein x as a first
approximation. Thus, clearly the true form to be
consideredfor the change in enthalpy on disordering (AUp in Equation (8)) if one neglectsthe pV
term) is also a quadratic one, which we will simply
write as:

has been suggestedfor albite feldspar by Senderov
(1980)on the basis of lattice energy calculationsfor
the order-disorderreaction.The point ofsuch electrostatic lattice energy calculations is not to calculate the actual energy of disordering but to predict
the relative stability of various possible configurations. As long as the degreeof covalency (however
defined) and the nature of each metal-oxygenbond
are not strongly affected by changing next-nearest
neighbor configurations, this approach will correctly predict the most stable structure, though it will
not give an accurate prediction of energetics.Molecular orbital calculations also predict configurations more readily than absolute energies,and their
application to molecular clusters as big as the spinel
unit cell is very difficult. Thus, at present, the
enthalpy of transformation or of disordering remains an empirical parameter, though its form can
receive theoretical justification from calculations
such as those above.
Effect of short-rangeorder

Before leaving the topic of lattice energies, we
wish to point out one more effect that may be
explained, at least qualitatively, by this model.
Earlier, it was noted that the observedcation distribution for most 2-3 spinels is compatible, from the
electrostatic point of view, with the measured u
parameter, in that the Madelung constant for this u
is larger for this distribution than for the alternative
limiting distribution. The same does not always
hold for the 4-2 spinels, however, in that the
measuredu values for many of the inverse spinels,
while
in agreementwith those calculated from the
LHD AUD: ax * pxz
(2r) ionic radii,
are still less than the cross-overpoint for
and in which o and B are generallyexpectedto be of the Madelungconstantat u : 0.2526(seeFig. 2).
approximately equal magnitude and opposite sign.
There are, however, two lines of evidence indiThe effect of crystal field stabilization energiesmay cating that such inverse 4-2 spinels may possessa
be included in this model: since this term is as- considerableamount of short-rangeorder of the two
sumedto dependlinearly on x, it may be addedonto ions in the octahedralsite. It has been shown that.
the o term. Also, since both AUe and AUp' have with decreasing temperature, a number of these
been shown to depend mainly on the difference in compounds undergo a phase transition to a derivaradii of the two ions, so too will the coefficients a tive structure (tetragonal, space group P\22) in
and p.
which the two octahedral cations are ordered into
One may question the validity of applying a two non-equivalent sites. This phenomenon has
traditional lattice energy approach (Coulombic plus been reviewed recently by Preudhommeand Tarte
short range terms) to oxides in which much of the (1980) who suggest that the temperature of the
bonding can be described as being covalent in transition decreaseswith decreasing diference in
character. Indeed the lattice energy calculations the radii of the two ions. The highest temperature
considerably overestimate the magnitude of disor- found so far is -770'C for Mn2TiOa(Hardy et al.,
deringenergies,compareTables3 and 5. This may 1964). In addition, Jacob and Alcock (1975) have
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argued, from thermodynamic evidence, that
Zn2TiOashowsalargedegreeof residual short-range
ordering at higher temperatures(900-ll00K), well
above the transition point.
Hermanset al. (1974)have shown that the ordering of two ions with different charges into an
ordering schemelike that in magnetite results in a
large increase of about 4.0 units in the Madelung
constant.This increasewould enhancethe stability
of an inverse4-2 spinelwith ae : 8.5A by about650
kJ/mol. The type of ordering and distortion found in
these titanate spinels is not identical to that in
magnetite, and so the precise magnitude of the
effect for titanates is not known. A similar increase
of 4.0 units in the Madelungconstantwould, however, move the cross-overpoint down to u: 0.257
(see Fig. 3). This effect is therefore of great potential importance in stabilizing the inverse structure.
Note too that any appreciableshort-rangeorder will
cause a deviation from the ideal configurational
entropy, and may therefore lead to apparent excess
entropies of disordering (ASo) if the simple approach of Equation (8) is used.
The effect of electronicentropy in transition-metal
spinels
Another hitherto neglectedfactor that may influence the cation distribution and its change with
temperature in certain spinels is that crystal field
theory, in addition to predicting an excessoctahedral crystal field stabilization enthalpy for many
transition metal cations, also suggeststhat there
will be a changein electronic entropy for these ions
in going from octahedral to tetrahedral coordination. In crystal field theory, this entropy is given by,
(Wood, 1981):
(22)
S"r : -R)P1 ln P;
where Pl is the probability of the ith state occurring.
In Table 4 we have listed S"1for perfectly regular
tetrahedral and octahedral coordination for some
cations of interest, and also AS"1,which would be
the electroniccontributionto any changein entropy
with cation distribution. In fact, the octahedral site
is generally slightly distorted, which leads to removal of the degeneracyof the relevant d-orbitals
and a lowering of the octahedral site electronic
entropy. However, at the high temperaturesencounteredin spinel studies this effect may not be
significant.
Comparedto the CFSE, the electronic entropy
effect is small. But note for example,that AS"1for
V3+ reinforces the relatively small (-50 kJ/mol

accordingto Dunitz and Orgel (1957))excessoctahedral CFSE for this ion, thereby keepingall V3*
spinels exclusively normal despite this ion's large
ionic radius. Conversely AS"r for Niz* favors the
tetrahedral site, thus contributing towards the randomization of NiAlzO+.
Application of the model
Substituting Equation (21) into Equation (8), we
obtain a form similar to that suggestedempirically
by Kriessmanand Harrison (1956),n4mely:
ln

x2

:lnK:

(l-xX2-x)
_(a

+ 2Fx)
P-d|Vollx
_
RTRTR

?dASe/dx

*

e3)

In Table 5 we present the results of least squares
regression analysesfor o and B obtained from the
variation of x with temperature as reported in the
literature. All these studies are at atmospheric
pressure,and hencethe AVp term is negligible.The
accuracy of the data does not warrant fitting more
than two parameters, so we have elected to ignore
any possible excess entropy (ASp) term. Despite
the variation found in the values for nominally the
samespinel in different studies, crandB are approximately equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to
each other for all these substances,which is in
excellent agreement with the predictions of the
lattice energy model. However, these data should
be treated with due caution, as: (1) Many of these
spinels are known to be slightly nonstoichiometric
(e.g. MgFe2Oq)or to containions in variableoxidaTable 4. Change of electronic entropy with disorder for some
transition metal ions
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Table 5. Values of a and B in Equation (22)found by regressionanalysisof experimentaldata on the changeof x with temperature
ap
spinel

(kJmoI-I

)

(kJmol-I

)

Method of
Determination
ofx

Reference

UgGa2O4

19.2

-21.8

XRD

schnalzried

MgFe2Ob

1 5 .9

-17.6

SM

Kriessmann

(1961 )
and
(1956)

Harrison
-1 S.0

Epstein

and
( 1958)

Frankiewicz
-5.9
3.8

o.o
-8.8

sl{

Tellier

Sl't

Pauthenet

(1967)
and
(1951 )

Bochirol
1,t91.q5Fe1.9403.97

15.5

-18.4

NiAI2Oq

25.9

-23.0

SI.{, XRD

Dtozzi and
(1 963)

Paladino

32.2
NiMn2Ob

Schnalzried

(1961 )

and Reed (1972)

XRD

Cooley

-20.1

ND

Boucher et

4.6

-10.5

SM

lreSt (rgso)

1 3 .a

-16.?

SM

Pauthenet

z).

CuFe2O4

XRD

I

at.

and

Bochirol

32.2

-25.1

XRD

Ohnishi

(SM = saturation

nagnetization,

XRD = powder

x-ray

diffraction,

(1951)

and

Teranishi

diffraction

(1959)

(1961)

ND = neutron

).

tion states(e.g. NiMn2O+).(2) CuFe2Oatransforms
to a tetragonal structure on quenching. (3) There is
always the possibility that the kinetics of the change
in cation distribution are so slow at low temperature
as to prevent equilibritrm or, conversely, are sufficiently fast at high temperature that the cation
distribution cannot be quenched. None of these
studiescontainreversalexperiments.Nevertheless,
the data seemconsistentand support the model.
A recentstudy by Wu and Mason (1981)usingthe
variation of the Seebeckcoefficient as a function of
x in Fe3Oadeservesseparateconsideration.Here
the range of temperatures investigated was large
enoughto be sureofa substantialvariationin x, and
the precision of the determinations was far better
than in any of the above studies. Moreover, the rate
of attainment of equilibrium was demonstrated to
be rapid, and the measurementswere carried out at
the temperature of interest, thereby obviating
quenchingproblems. An unusualfeature of the data
is that, unlike the other studiedspinels,x in Fe3Oa
appearsto actually reach the random value of2l3 at
high temperatures, and perhaps go slightly beyond

it. This suggests that an excess entropy term is
necessary. Using a linear form for ASo, we obtained from a nonlinear regression analysis: d :
24.284+19.15kJ/mol, F: -22.995! 19.15kJ/mol,
ASo : -3.27!4.47 J/K mol, P : 0.986. Wu and
Mason themselves chose to analyze their data according to a simple linear enthalpy plus linear
entropy model, which, using the same regression
program,gave: d : -23.643!0.78 kJ/mol,F:0,
ASD : -13.83+0.61 J/K mol, f : 0.982.A nonlinear enthalpy-onlymodel gave;q. : 4l.l4l+'1.65
kJ/mol, F : 31.195-10.90
kJ/mol, ASp : 0, f :
0.980, which represents, however, a metastable
solution at temperatures below about 1000K. The
dramatically larger standard deviations of the parameters in the three-parameter fit reflect a high
degreeofapparent correlation. It therefore does not
seem possible to distinguishbetween the relative
merits of these models on statistical grounds alone
by using the quality of fit to the data as a criterion.
This is one of the reasonswe feel it is so important
to show that a non-linear enthalpy is to be expected
from theoretical considerations.
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It is not clear why Fe3Oaalone should require an
excessentropy term. Moreover, the sign of this is
opposite to what one would expect for the electronic entropy effect in Fe2* (see Table 4). Nevertheless, an essentiallyrandom cation distribution in
Fe3Oaat high temperature is consistent with analyses of defect concentrations and transport properties, althoughnonstoichiometryis againa complication (Dieckmann and Schmalzried, 1977). The
questionremainswhether Fe2* and Fe3* are distinguishable ions on the octahedral sublattice and
show a configurationalentropy of mixing, or whether they are essentially indistinguishableand an
entropy arises from partial electron delocalization,
despite the fact that Fe3Oadoes not exhibit metallic
properties.In the latter case,the modelsdeveloped
above would clearly be inapplicable.
All the spinelslisted in Table 4 are largely inverse
(x > 213).Much less data exist on the change of
cation distribution with temperature for the normal
2-3 spinels.CoAlzO+has been examineda number
of times (Schmalzried, 1961; Greenwald et al.,
1954;Furuhashi et al., 1973),but the results are
somewhat contradictory (apart from all authors
agreeingthat CoAl2Oais a basically normal spinel)
and no one study covers a sufficient temperature
range to apply anything but a one-parametermodel.
Similar conclusions hold for other 2-3 normal spinels, with the possible exception of MgAlzO+.
Schmocker et al. (1972) and Schmocker and
Waldner (1976) have used the electron spin resonance of impurity Cr3* ions to measure x from
about 700'C to 1000'C with a reported high degree
of precision. The two samples used were natural
spinels, and therefore not chemically pure, and,
rather disconcertingly, each one gave somewhat
different results. Nevertheless. the form of the
curves of x againstT is very similar to that obtained
by Navrotsky and Kleppa (1967)for the change in
heat of solution for another natural sample of
"MgAl2Oa" annealedat various temperatures.This
is illustratedin Figure 5.
None of the models used for Fe3Oaare able to
reproduce the form of the curves shown for
MgAl2Oa. Indeed, the apparent sudden and rapid
increasein x (and in the heat of solution) over a
short temperature interval followed by no further
change at higher temperatures suggeststo us the
possibilityof a second-orderphasetransitionin this
spinel, which has been wisely postulatedand hotly
debated in the literature (see Smith (1978)for a
recentreview). Observationofa second-ordertran-

sition has been claimed by Mishra and Thomas
(1977)at -450'C on a synthetic spinel grown by the
Czochralski method, and anomalous thermal expansion has been measured on another synthetic
specimen at 660"C by Suzuki and Kumazawa
(1980).The wide range in temperaturesreported for
these phenomena may be related to the thermal
history of the spinel, impurities, or kinetic factors.
Indeed, the shapes of the curves describing the
variation of cation distribution and enthalpy with
temperature may be controlled by kinetic factors,
since the changes have not been shown to be
reversible. Nevertheless, it does appear that
MgAlzOa, despite lending its name to the whole
group of structures, is a rather unusual spinel.
Conclusions
The unit cell parameters,a, and oxygen parameters, u, of simple spinels can be predicted accurately using a set of ionic radii which are modified
slightly from those of Shannonand Prewitt. Both a
and u dependon the degreeof inversion,x. Lattice
energy calculations have been performed which
take into account the depencenceof u and a on x.
They predict a general quadratic form for the enthalpy of disordering, AIlp : ax * 9x2.
Most of the data on the changein cation distribution of 2-3 spinels with temperature can be fitted
satisfactorily to this simple quadratic "enthalpy
only" model. We therefore believe that any vibrational entropy accompanying the disordering process is probably small, and that it is generally not
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Fig. 5. Degree of disorder (x) versus temperature of heat
treatment ('C) for two natural samples of MgAl2Oa from
Schmocker and Waldner (1976), and the change in heat of
solution with temperature of heat treatment for another natural
sampleof MgAl2Oafrom Navrotsky and Kleppa (1967).Note the
similarity in the forms of the curves.
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necessaryto assumea temperature dependencefor
the free energy of disordering which would be
necessitatedby such a nonconfigurational entropy
term, except possibly for Fe3Oawhere electronic
effects may play a role.
For the 4-2 spinels the change in lattice energy
with cation distribution is calculated to be much
larger than for the 2-3 spinels. This is confirmed by
the fact that the former do not generally show
intermediatecation distributions,but show only the
normal or the inverse extremes. Short-rangeorder
in the octahedral sites of these spinels is probably
an important factor in stabilizing the inverse distribution. The volume changeon disordering a normal
4-2 spinel is predictedto be slightly positive.
The nonlinear nature of the enthalpy term means
that the apparent "site preferenceenergy" ofan ion
dependson the structure of the spinel into which it
is substituting. This will have an important effect on
cation anangementsin spinel solid solutions, and
will be discussedin a subsequentpaper.
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